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.INTRODUCTION
----.

The kinetic
heating of the structure
of a high speed aircraft
may be
Both of
reduced by the use of' cooling with or without external insulation.
Schnitt,
Urull and Wolko' have
these devices involve the addition of -,rcl:,ht.
lnvestzgated
the xcight of lnsulztlcn
arid internal
cooling requlrcd to lxnit
the temperature of the structure
under va-r~~us flight
condltlons,
optimising
the combination at a fxed wall tcrpcrzture.
Tay+*
has dispensed llth
the
latter
restnctmn,
but mdxtion
ant xxulation
effects
we consIdered
separately.
The present parer extcndr, Taylor's mrk to ~nclud? the radiation
from the surfact: together wth the var~t3cn
with temperature of the thermal
conduotlvity
of tho insulntlon.
The comblnution of lnsulatlon
crna cooling is
optimised to give the minimum ;:elght porzlty.
The calculntions
np~ly to the stcdy state cruising contitlons
cvw*
distances of 2,500 and 5,500 mllos. Thus no alloxuxes
are made for the
transient
conrlitions
at the beginr?ln{; and end of the fli.&t.
The axrcral‘t
structure
1s ascumed to bo of' aluminium alloy whose tcmpcrsture
is llmitod
to
150-c.
Emissivities
of 0.3 and O-8 are concClered along 111th hoatlng rctcs
for Mach numbers botwcn 2'5 and 10'0.
Tho flow 1s assumed to bo turbulent
and the representative
position
is taken as IO feet from the leading edge.
It 1s suggested that the estiqntes glvc the right order of total added rrcight
nnil of the division
of this total bet,.cen cooling an;i insulation.
2

AERODYNAKIC
RXLATIOIJSIW?:
_- ---^_--.---^--

For the purpose of heat trccsfor
calculations
a rcprccentative
cnthalpy i ,llc for air ,;ith a free stream I.Iach number hi and amblent enthalpy
IS given by Monaghan3 as
i,

i
wo

(1 + 0'178

M2)

i.,

l

=

The factor of 0.178 1s dorlved froir ox?crinents on heat transfer by air m
turbulent
flow.
If the enthnlpy at the surface is denoted by :, heat fllxrs
from the elr to the surface accor&x~~ Lo the equation
Q =

h(i

110

- ii:)

.

In this work Q denotes the aerodynamic hcat Input per unit area and time, and
1s posxtive mhcn the flow is tonards the surface.
(The general heat flux
terms r&ii-ch appear subsequently arc dcnotcd by q.) The hoat transfer
coefficient,
h, is a useful parpmetcr in incompressible
flow theory as it is
For
comprcsstble
conditions
the
same
heat flow cquatlon
independent of i .
may be used if &o calculations
are made for a suitable mean boundary layer
In this oa~e, hoscever, h depends upon iw. For the present
tcmperature3 ,
purpose there is no advnntsgo in defining a rate of hosting by the difference
of tno enthalpy terms multiplied
by a function of both.
Accordingly
a direct
relationship
is first
derived between heat flow, Mach number, distance from
the latter
loading edge, ~~11 temperature, ambient temperature and density,
It
is
~~ssumcd
that
at
altitudes
above
two being a function of the altitude.
36,000 feet the ambient tcmperaturo is -56*5"C.
(Taylor* assumes the value
of -50°C, but for purposes of comparing results the discrepancy is slight.)
The density of the 511 in thi s re&ion is doubled for cvury 14,400 foot descent.
Turbulent flow is aasumccl throu&out,
but the regions of posslblo lominur flow
In the
( i.e. Reynolds number lass th:.n 2 x 106) WC shown, where possible,
Results for altitudes
above 100,000
feet, where the ambient
figures.
-3-

temperature inc-eases by an ar,oL.nt not yet established,
should be regarded
as approximations.
Fig.j shws the heating rate plotted against the square
root of the absolute surface temperature, for flxcd values of other parameters, and Fig.2 gives the conversion factors for various altitudes
and
between results from Monaghan'
distances from leading edge. The difference
and the lx~ar
relationships
shown an these graphs is negligible.
3

ALLEVIATION OF HEATING

3.1

Radiation

Some of the heat received from the air IS returned by radiation
and an
surface of high emissivity
E is therefore advantageous.
The rate of
emission
from unit area is given by the equation
aircraft

where Tw is the surface temperature, o the Stefcn-Boltsmann
constant and
q the heat flux, using the positive-inwards
sign convention.
The emissivities of 0.3 and 0.8 used in these calculations
are a typical
value for
polished metal and an upper limit for durable matt surfaces respectively.
If the structure at 150°C receives heat via a layer of external insulation
the outer surface is at a higher tcmpersture cud radiation
is correspondingly
greater.
No account is tcken of solar radiation
in this work.
3.2

Cooling

If the equilibrium
temperature of the aluminium structure in the foregoing conditions is greater than 150°Cthon artificial
cooling must be
employed. Attention
is devoted hero to internal
cooling.
A suitable oiroulating fluid carries the heat from the structure
to a heat exchanger,
nhere the coolant, water at 15'C, is converted into steam at 100%. A
cooling rate of I kilonatt
is taken to require a coolant disposal rate of
The weight of coolant fluid per square foot of surface,
\Vo,
3 lb per hour.
used on a flight
is proportional
to the distance D and inversely
to the Mach number M. The rate of cooling under ideal conditions

proportional
is thus

A 1JWC
D

9=

nherc A is a coolant efficiency
parameter rrhxh has the value, at -56.5%
ambient temperature, of 221 kW mile lb -1 M-l.
(Taylor's
value of 225 is
derived from an ambient temperature of -5O'C.)
Only at constant ambient
temperature is it convenic:lt to use this parcmcter, instead of the more
usual kW hours per lb.
3.3

Insulation

In certain flight
conditions,
especially
ct ion altitude,
some of the
additional
weight may be used more effectively
as insulntion
than as
coolant.
The latter
must still
be used if the structure
is not to reach
adiabatic wall temperature.
The incidental
benefit of increased
radiation
has been mentioned in para 3.1.
The resistance
to heat flon of an ideal
znsulator is proportional
tL) its thickness,
as is its neight.
For a material
of thermal resistivity
1000°C per inch for each kilowatt
per square foot,
and a specific
gravity of 0.5 the insulataon efficiency
B is 385% kW-' ft4 lb-'.
This value is used by Taylor2 and is assumed to
In the present paper the
include the weight of the supporting structure.
-L-

insulation
efficiency
for a small temperature difference
between faces has D
velue of 400 un1t.s at 150°C and this efficiency
is halved for each 4OO'C
rise in temperature, in accordance iilth nn empvxcal la3 derived from the
data cf Bishop and Rogers5. For an ~dcol lnsulatlon

wnere T is the struoturd
temporoturo, 150°C in this oae, and 'iI the velght
of 3.nsulntion
cr square foot of 3UlTf3CC. In the real insulation?
oonsidcrcd
/B must be ~cplnced by the cffectlve
value for finite
temperature dlffcrence
which is

CT -T)
LL”-A,.
L&.00

- 1

kW lb ft-/+

.

3

This quantity is denoted in subsequent calculations
by F. Its differential
coeffxlcnt
ath respect to T irhlch occurs in the minxwm weight dcri?ation
17,
'
is

4

D3;RIVATION
OF EQUATIONS
--*-II__

The steady state equation oxprosses the fact that the heat removed by
the coolant 18 equal to the dlffcrcnce
between zerodynamlc and radiant lest,
thus:9
This is also the quantity

A hl w
= - -2
D

= Q-T;

of heat florring

.

through the insulation

(1)
and so

For given flight
conditions
the structural
temperature requirement ia
satisfied
by uo>ng any ,quantity of coolsnt lath the appropriate amount of
Insulation,
beccuse P and Q are functions of T,, and the latter
can be
ellminatecl from (I) and (2) leaving a single equation relating
\Vc and WI.
It 1s the purpose of this work to find the combination of weights satisfying
this single equation and also giving minlmum totslweight.
This is satisfied
when
Sl'Jc + m,
-5-

= 0 .

It

can be shown
but In
should be used..
-&WC substituted

maximum,

that in practice
this condition gives a minimum and not a
some cases W is negative.
In siich instances coolant only
A small var?ation of F derived from equation (2) with
for 6Wl. may be written as

6F
Subjecting
of 6Wc,

z 9

equation

(1)

+

(WC 6WI + WI 6Wc) = y
to a variation,

SWc

(WI - WC) 6Vic .

and substituting

= 6Q - 4 EU ~2 6~ n

the above vslue

= :, "" w
10

.

Hence, in the limit,

- 1,:
wc
1=

This is the auxiliary
to be found.
5

equation

dF/dT
4~c

vi-T; - dQ/dTi

which enables optimum values of Wc and WI

-METHCDOF CALCULATION

Four values of TJil are assumed, 150°C (where insulation
thickness is
zero), L@O'C (softening point of glass fibre),
600% (an estimated
limit
for synthetic
resins),
and IOOO'C which is an estimate of the maximum
allowable temperature for use of insulation
based on silica
or asbestos
fibres.
Having assumed T, the necessary degree of freedom is restored

by

making Q the other unknown. It is evident from Fig.2 that the aerodynamic
heating is very sensitive
to changes in altitude,
,and therefore a wide
range of heating rates obtained from equations (I),
(2) and (3) can be
accommodated in the practically
relevant altitude
range. From Fig.2 it
is seen that dQ/dT, is proportional
to Q regardless of altitude
end so the
auxiliary
equation (3) can be expressed in terms of Q. This means that
cubic equations in W,, WI and Q must be solved, and there is found to be
only one positive
root for each. On plotting
Mach number against altitude
for fixed surface temperature T,., interpolation
is necessary to obtain
lines of constant Wc and WI. This gives a complete picture of the requiremcnts and limitations
of the use of coolant and insulation.
Calculations
for two values of flight
distance
provide diagrams Figs.3-5.
If tho
distsnoe from the leading edge is other than 10 feet, the change in acrodynamic heating rate may be found from Fig.2.
,
6

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The salient features of these calculations
can be summarised without
detailed reference to the values of the various parameters.
Altitude
is
predominant in determining the order of magnitude of kinetic
heating, tho
-6-

latter
being halved far an ~orense in height of betvrcen 17,000 and 18,000 feet.
Dxtilnce from the leading edge has little
influence rind to halve the hnetlng
rate this distance must be ~ncre;tsed by a factor of over 30, whxh 1s ln most
cases well outside the region of ~nvestlgation.
A study of equation (3) reveals that as Q decreases with increasing
temperature the right hand side cx~rcsslcn is positive
and so Wo 1s always
greater than VI,
Two extreme case:: arc noteworthy.
At low altitude
we find
that the optxnum condltlon requlrec. the insulation
vcxght to be nearly equal
to the coolant weight.
Taylor* refers to this effect which 1s independent
of the magnitude of radlntion.
At hztgh altitude
the optlmunl weight of
insulation
uxy be predicted as a essentially
negative quantity,
and so the
other extreme occurs when V?I = 0 and consequently Tw = Ts. Bctmeen these
extremes lie all cases of prnctic,?l
Anterest in stead state problems.
A
direct oompar~~n of the results rr1t.h those of Taylor 5 is only enlIghtening
in tho case of' zcrc insulation,
where the effect of emissivities
0, 0.3 and
0.8 can bc seen. The relative
zmpcrtanoe of dlfferont
radiation
intensities
becomes obscured in other oases bccnuse the behaviour of the Insulating
materlnls
1s not ideal.
7

CONCLUSION
--.
---

Steady flight
conditions
and structural
temperature requlrements can be
related to the necessary weight penalty per square foot of aircraft
surface.
The laws of heat flow glvc one relation
between the mounts of coolant and
insulation.
An equation which holds for optxnum ccndltions
only o,an be used,
in addition,
to detcrminc each part of the veicht penalty.
When this calculation results in the appearance of negatlvc insulation
weight coolant only
should be used, and in regwns beyond the limit
of surface temperature of
msulation
this temperature must be asswed in the calculation.
The
equation for optzmum conditions may only be used between these extremes.
The results show that the ,ititude
is the most important factor in determining the usefulness of insulation.
At high altitude
coolant only is needed
whereas at low altitude
the weights of coolant and lnsulntlon
are approxxmately eqxal.
It must bc noted that in no optimum conditions
does the
insulant weight exceed the coolant weight, but in transient
heating, not
consldered here, the insulation
assumes a grater
relritive
importance.
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